hoping to start exploration in the state of Hesse, where elections were held simultaneously with the federal elections on September 22 nd , got stuck in the mud of German bureaucracy with no political support to get their project moving. Moreover, the switch to renewable energies ('Energiewende', see Curr. Biol. (2011) 21, R379-R381) has the support not just of the Green Party but also of the two major parties, so it remains mainly a question of how to carry it out efficiently.
All this may give hope to the UK protesters, who still have their battles to fight. At the Balcombe site, Cuadrilla has closed down this summer's exploratory operation, but it is applying for planning permission for further investigation, so the protest organisation No Dash for Gas is standing by for further action. West Sussex, like most of the rural counties in the south of England, is firmly dominated by conservative voters. However, people in these parts would not like to see their green and pleasant land turned into industrial wasteland for energy production. Nimbyism, which Cameron's government only supports when it acts against wind turbines, may still crush his drilling dreams and wider political ambitions.
Even if Balcombe and its green idyll of southern England is saved from the new dash for gas, its global impact shows that ecological concerns still have no way of stopping economic juggernauts like the quest for cheap domestic energy.
Michael Gross is a science writer based at Oxford. He can be contacted via his web page at www.michaelgross.co.uk The treatment of the other great event in the life of French intellectuals in the 1950s -the Algerian war -is disappointing. There is no mention of the widespread use of torture by the French army, and the war is said to have involved "atrocities committed by both sides" -an even-handed description that would undoubtedly shock Algerians and that few in France would now agree with. Camus' muted declarations, and his utopian suggestion of a "civilian ceasefire" need to be understood in terms of his past and his politics, and contrasted with the more vigorous declarations and actions of others.
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